Waterfowl paradise

Wuwei Port

A narrative of life around the harbor
Prosperous harbor, tranquil bay
And laidback lifestyle are here in Su'ao.
Follow the footprints and travel through time and history.
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142-7, Lingjiao Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County. (03)990-4383
(Wu-Wei River Cultural and Educational Association)
24°36'47.9"N, 121°51'13.5"E

Su'ao began to prosper at an early stage. When
the Spaniards landed at Su'ao in 1624, they named
the place, "San Lorenzo". During the Zheng Period
of the Ming Dynasty, Su'ao was also an important
base for marine transportation. In the Japanese
Colonial Era, people started to build Old Suhua
Road. The general Su'ao area was established as
Suō District. After 1911, Su'ao turned under the
administration of Taipei Municipal Government.
Later, it belonged to Yilan Municipal Government
after Yilan County was established in 1950.

[Calm and sunny days]
Climb up higher and see farther away

Seven-Star Peak
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The mountain track toward Seven-Star Peak is 4750 meters in length. The
highest point is 230 meters in altitude. The entrance of the path is situated right
next to Su'ao Cold Springs. The name of Seven-Star Peak can date back to at
least one century ago. Along the path, the hikers can see a bird's eye view of
the capes around Su'ao Bay, the landscape of Lanyang Plain and Wuwei Port
and Guishan Island that sits on the vast Pacific Ocean. Sometimes people can
even see the Cold Springs Park and the streets in downtown Su'ao.

Blissfully cool and refreshing

Dongyue Fountain

The mountain track toward Seven-Star Peak is 4750 meters in length. The highest
point is 230 meters in altitude. The entrance of the path is situated right next to Su'ao
Cold Springs. The name of Seven-Star Peak can date back to at least one century ago.
Along the path, the hikers can see a bird's eye view of the capes around Su'ao Bay, the
landscape of Lanyang Plain and Wuwei Port and Guishan Island that sits on the vast
Pacific Ocean. Sometimes people can even see the Cold Springs Park and the streets
in downtown Su'ao.
Section 3, Suhua Road, Dongyue Village, Nan'ao Township, Yilan County (Behind
Dong'ao Elementary School)
24°31'25.0"N, 121°49'52.8"E

24°36'20.4"N, 121°50'59.9"E

swallow-plover (Glareola maldivarum)
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Come here to Su'ao and live an easy, peaceful life.
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There are two major fishing ports in Su'ao Township, Su'ao Harbor
and Nanfang'ao Fishing Port, which accommodate bulk carriers,
navy and several ports for inshore and offshore fisheries. Those
who visit Su'ao can experience the harbor life, see the vast ocean,
visit Su'ao Cold Springs Park and bathe in Alishi Cold Springs. The
religious centers like Nantian Temple and Jinan Temple reunite the
community and attract endless tourists and believers. Beautiful
landscapes of the mountains and ocean draw people to Wulaokeng,
Qixing Mountain and Neipi Bay. Historical Baimi Clogs, nostalgic
yokan desert and ox-tongue-shaped cakes are there for those who
look for souvenirs and local treats. With both natural wonders and
cultural heritage, Su'ao is an ideal place to relax, enjoy life and
savor the merry and cozy atmosphere.

[The cold springs in Su'ao]

Two key factors affect the formation of the cold springs- abundant ground
water and a generous volume of carbon dioxide. Su'ao Cold Springs is
special thanks to the abundant rainwater in Su'ao and the thick limestone
layers and slate layers that contain minerals. In 1928, Japanese troops
coincidentally discovered that the spring is refreshing and drinkable.
Afterwards, people started to utilize and research on Su'ao Cold Springs.
Su'ao Cold Springs is a carbonated spring; its temperature hovers
around 21 degree Celsius, while the water is clear, drinkable and suitable
for bathing.

Alishi Cold Springs
Su'ao Cold Springs Park
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6-4, Lengquan Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County
(03)996-0645

24°35'48.3"N, 121°51'03.6"E

Nanfang'ao Bridge

Tourist Service Center, Tourism Bureau, Ministry of Transportation
and Communications, Republic of China
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24°35'48.4"N, 121°50'55.9"E

The two hands that surround the harbor

[Tourist information]

Nanfang'ao Tourist Center
(03)9953-885 85, Jiangxia Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County
Wulaokeng Tourist Center
(03)9952-852 75, Wulaokeng Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County
Dongshanhe Water Park Tourist Center
(03)9502-097 2, Section 2, Qinhe Road, Wujie Township, Yilan
County

Green wonderland

Wulaokeng
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Wulaokeng Creek is part of the Xincheng River system. From here, the river enters
the plain. Because of the picturesque view of mountains and river, the place is
named "Wulao linquan (Wulaokeng Scenic Area)". The hills in Wulaokeng are ideal
for tea trees. The tea from Wulaokeng is famous for its aroma and sweetness.
Wulaokeng is covered with lush forests and woven by creeks where Taiwan
shoveljaw carp, thickhead chub and hairy crabs swim happily. An old saying about
"Wulaokeng's rocky drums and Ajian Town's pretty gals" was passed down from
generation to generation. The saying describes two special features of the area: for
one thing, when the water of Wulaokeng Creek hits the rocks, it would sound like
beating drums. For the other, the clear water in the lower stream of the creek and
the fresh air in the "Ajian Town" has been nurturing beautiful young women. Since
2001, an annual Green Expo takes place from March to May; there, the visitors can
learn the environmental awareness, nature and ecology, energy, bio-technology and
environmental friendliness through playing.

Ancient trees- a natural wonder

Paotaishan
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Paotaishan Scenic Area, 200 meters in altitude, is located beside Suhua
Highway. In 1889 as the French navies attempted to invade Su'ao, the Qing
Emperor decided to build two coastal defense forts and a barracks to fend off
the enemies in the future; from this, Paotaishan got its name. Paotaishan is
located on a commanding high point and is a critical military base for coastal
defense. The old banyan tress on the hill is lush and exuberant, providing
shades for the travelers. Looking to the East from the hill, one will see a
panoramic view of Su'ao Bay.

Ends of the Earth

Fenniaolin, Dong'ao, is located in a discrete, unique place, which looks like
the ends of the Earth. Fenniaolin is a quiet fishing port in Wushibi. Its name
originated from the pigeons that flock in the woods. A mesmerizing gravel beach
of Dong'ao Bay lies in front of Fenniaolin Fishing Port. With the view of verdant
mountains and azure ocean water, and the gentle breeze that brushes through
your hair, Fenniaolin is the perfect place to have a lovely walk. In the water live
a wide variety of fish, like precious parrotfish, groupers, nibblers and lembus
rudderfish. For the anglers, it's the perfect place for rock fishing.
24°29'52.8"N, 121°50'33.2"E

24°35'38.4"N, 121°51'21.7"E
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Lover's Beach

Neipi Bay
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Neipi bay is located in the area of the Second Fishing Port. The dune embankment
separates the port and the Pacific Ocean. Surrounded by mountains and sea, Neipi
Bay commands an amazing view and is the best spot to watch the sun rising from
the east along with the magnificent, awe-inspiring tides and waves. The bay is
covered with pebbles of different sizes and colors. When the sun is bright, the water
of the bay sparkles because of the reflection of the sun; it is quite a romantic view.
The bay is well hidden and discrete thanks to the terrain. Also, there is a tranquil
and simplistic atmosphere at the bay. Therefore, many lovers come to the bay for
some quiet, romantic quality time. That's where the name, Lover's Bay, came from.
24°34'41.8"N, 121°52'11.2"E

A panorama of Lanyang

Nanfang'ao Observation Deck
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Nanfang'ao Observation Deck was reconstructed out of an expanded parking lot
that surveys a great view of Yilan. Green and lush forests cover the west side of
Hutoushan. On the north side the azure water in Neipi Bay sparkles like sapphire.
The landscape of Doufu Cape is second-to-none. Guishan Island and Bijiashan are
visible too. Surrounded by mountains with only one opening to the ocean, Su'ao
Harbor is naturally the perfect location for a harbor. Nanfang'ao overlooks all these
fine views and, therefore, is the best spot to enjoy the ocean view in Nanfang'ao
At the 108 km point on Suhua Highway (Provicial Highway 9), Su'ao Township,
Yilan County
24°34'37.6"N, 121°51'59.8"E

[Delicious
moment]
Fresh food sampling

The Second Fishing Port of Nanfang'ao, also known as Neipi Fishing Port, is
located next to Nanning Fish Market, which features mackerel, shark, mahimahi, swordfish and tuna, etc (especially mackerel and shark). When the fresh
catch enters the port, many buyers are ready to bid. Many restaurants in the
market offer to take your fish and prepare it for you. In this way, you will be able
to enjoy the fresh seafood right away.
185, Neipi Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County 24°34'53.4"N, 121°52'12.2"E

24°35'10.6"N, 121°52'11.8"E

Fish balls

JIaoxi Hot Spring Tourist Center
(03)9872-403 16, Gongyuan Road, Jiaoxi Township, Yilan County

Su'ao Town Hall, Yilan County
Yilan County Police Department, Su'ao Branch
(03)9962-126 252, Section 1, Zhongshan Road, Su'ao Township,
Yilan County
Taiwan Railways Administration Su'ao Station
(03)9962-028 1, Taiping Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County
Taiwan Railways Administration Su'ao New Station
(03)9961-004 238-1, Section 2, Zhongshan Road, Su'ao Township,
Yilan County
MTC Bus 0800-053-434 www.mtcbus.com.tw
Kamalan Bus (03)9566-198 www.kamalan.com.tw
Capital Bus 0800-000-866 www.capita-bus.com.tw
Kingbus 0800-010-138 www.kingbus.com.tw
(02)2504-6111
Natchan Rera (Uni-Wagon Marine Co. Ltd.) (02)2504-6111
Su'ao Branch, Taipei Veterans General Hospital
(03)9905-106 301, Section 1, Subin Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan
County
24-hour tourist information hotline (available in Chinese, English,
Japanese and Korean)
0800-011-765

Issued by Su'ao Town Hall
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Nanning Fish Market

Yilan Tourist Service Center.
(03)9312-152 252, Section 1, Yixing road, Yilan City

Yilan County Hotel Association
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Fenliaolin

75, Wulaokeng Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County (03)995-2852
24°36'39.1"N, 121°48'52.1"E

Nanfang'ao Bridge, completed in 1998, is the only single steel arch bridge
in Taiwan and is the first bifurcated single arch bridge in Asia. 140 meters in
length and 15 meters in width, the bridge sits across a waterway in the fishing
port. Its arch solves the dilemma where larger fishing boats might not be able
to pass. Thanks to this solution, Nanfang'ao Fishing Port can keep developing
toward the future. Nanfang'ao Fishing Port is now an important shortcut that
connects Doufu Cape and the new port on the east side. Nanfang'ao Port
also forms a circular network with the harbor road network. The design on the
bridge's column- fish, shrimps and crabs-represents the image of Nanfang'ao
that is closely related to the ocean. The observation deck commands a great
view of the outgoing and incoming fishing boats. The bridge also symbolizes a
critical milestone of the development of local fishery in Nanfang'ao.

Yilan Tourism. Tourism Marketing Division, Yilan County Government

Wushi Port Tourist Center.
(03)9789-078 60, Gangqi Road, Toucheng Township, Yilan County
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Su'ao

On the Southeast side of idyllic Yilan sits
Su'ao Township. Connected to Dongshan
and Wujie Township on the Northwest side,
Nan'ao Township on the West and deep
blue Pacific Ocean on the East, Su'ao is
an important hub in the road network: as
the starting point of the Suhua Highway
and the North Link Railway and the end of
the Taipei-Ilan Highway, Su'ao connects
the transportation network from the West
coast and the East coast. Su'ao is the relay
station between the West and the East side
of Taiwan, so there were many shops and
hotels in response to the travelers' need in
the past.

Wuwei Port is located on the Southeast side of Lanyang Plain, adjacent to the Pacific
Ocean. Wuwei Port was a functional harbor on the mouth of the serene Xicheng
River. However, due to too much sediment along the waterway near the river mouth,
the harbor became a coastal swamp. According to "Kavalan Historical Geography"
Wuwei Port was named "Masai Port" in the Qing Dynasty. Occupying 102 hectares,
Wuwei Port is rife with aquatic animals and plants and is situated on the routes
through which migratory birds travel in falls and winters. As a result, in 1993, Wuwei
Port was officially established as the first waterfowl conservation in Taiwan and is
one of the major wintering sites for wild geese.

Northern
Coastal
Highway

[Su'ao Township]
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In the fishing village, you can find a cornucopia
of fresh seafood. Each kind is culinary perfection.
Among all the seafood products, the fish balls are
made with the best ingredients and are flavorful and
bouncy. With these characteristics, the fish balls have
become a tourist favorite.

[Nanfang'ao Mackerel Festival]
Nanfang'ao was the place where the fishing boats in the past took shelter
against the South wind. Located to the east of Downtown Su'ao, Nanfang'ao
is densely populated and famous. Connected to Su'ao Harbor, Nanfang'ao
is the biggest tied island on the east coast of Taiwan. The Kuroshio Current
runs through this area, bringing Nanfang'ao a fishing ground with an
abundance of migratory fish. Here we can also see the incredible power of
the nature. Due to erosion, there are headlands, coastal reefs, sea cliffs,
sea caves and bays and beaches in the Nanfang'ao area.

Rice cake

Thanks to the Kuroshio Current, Nanfang'ao is the biggest source of
mackerel in Taiwan. The only large-scale mackerel market is located at
Nanfang'ao Fishing Port. Mackerel is a nutritious fish with high protein
but low in fat and calories. Mackerel is a versatile ingredient that caters to
modern consumers who keep a healthy diet.

Rice Noodle Soup

"Miaokou", or the squares in front of the temples in all over
Taiwan, are always the center for local delicacies. Here in
Su'ao, there is no exception. In Miaokou, Su'ao, you can
find traditional rice cakes made of separate rice grains and
are served with chopped braised pork and dried fish floss.
The rice cakes are rich in taste but not too pungent; they
are definitely worth trying.

The aroma of the black vinegar and soy sauce linger
around Miaokou, Su'ao, and lures the tourists to its
source- the delicious rice noodle soup. Thick rice noodles
in rich soup is strong but not too heavy. Recommended
by the local people, this noodle shop is a must.

Since first celebrated in 1997, Nanfang'ao Mackerel Festival blends fishing
culture, fishermen's life and mackerel's ecology into food, music and dance.
The program of the festival is full of amazement and wonders; it attracts
many tourists to the home of mackerel.

Top ten souvenirs

Natural wonders

Doufu Cape
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To the east of Nanfang'ao Fishing Port, there is a cape formed by a tied island
and a sandbar. Its concave side faces the ocean. The rock on the island
resembles tofu (or Doufu in Chinese Pinyin); hence, the cape is named Doufu
Cape. Along the path on the coast that extends from the Northwest to the
Southeast, there are many facilities for the benefit of the tourists. The bay
mouth is the ideal place for the waterfront activities like snorkeling, etc. The
steep Bijiashan nearby provides a natural shelter for the fish and, therefore,
the water at its bottom becomes a popular place for rock fishing. Doufu Cape
opens toward the east, and thus it is an ideal place to watch the sunrise. Apart
from the brilliant moment at sunrise, the beautiful sunset glow and the view of
returning fishing boats are some of the special features that Doufu Cape has
to offer.
East side of Nanfang'ao Fishing Port, Su'ao Township, Yilan County
(03)997-3421
24°35'02.8"N, 121°52'16.9"E

Embraced by the ocean

Beibin Park
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Decorated with sculptures and located on the outer dike of the Second Fishing
Port right next to stunning Neipi Beach, Beibin Park is where nature and art are
blended together. With well installed children's playground, pavilions, lookout points,
benches and gentle breeze bringing along some flavor of the ocean, Beibin Park
provides the tourists -especially those who travel with children- with some space
with laidback atmosphere. Local fishermen also dedicate themselves to beautify the
environment by growing flowers and plants in the park. Thanks to their effort, Beibin
Park has become a characteristic attraction.
27, Xuefu Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County
24°34'37.5"N, 121°52'10.7"E

Seasonal landscapes of the mountains and the sea

Chaoyang National Path
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Chaoyang National Path is located on the hill of Guishan on the south side of
Chaoyang Neighborhood in Nao'ao Village. The path is 2.2 kilometers in length.
The landscapes there differ according to the season. The path commands a
beautiful view of sunset on the ocean. An abundance of indigenous plants, birds
and tree frogs can be found there along the path; thus, it is an ideal place for
environmental education. There are lookout points along the path that overlook the
magnificent ocean and mountain views and the idyllic countryside view.
Luodong Forest District Office 03-954-5114 (next to Nan'ao Fishing Port, Su'ao
Township, Yilan County)
24°27'22.2"N, 121°48'57.4"E

Su'ao boasts a plethora of fresh produce: authentic mackerel cans, organic
duck-farming rice, Nao'ao linden wood mushrooms gift boxes, 1021 houseshaped crispy popped rice gift boxes, Xiangqin Yokan treats, brown sugar cakes,
Feichagn fish balls, mackerel bones, Su'ao fish-shaped clogs and ABC crayon
kits are the top-ten souvenirs in Su'ao. Every one of these items is a great feature
of the town.

Gold Mazu. Jade Mazu

[Gentle. Smooth.
Peaceful]

To Toucheng and Taipei
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[Traditional Religion]

Alishi Cold
Spring
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17, Jiangxia Road, Yilan County
24°34'56.2"N, 121°51'50.7"E
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81, Jiangxia Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County
24°35'18.7"N, 121°51'52.2"E

[Downtown Su'ao]
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The villagers in Nanfang'ao make a living with fishing. The fishermen fight
against the tides and bad weather on the raging sea. For better weather
and better catch, many families worship Mazu at home; they hope that the
fishermen can always come home safe with big catch. Nantian Temple, built
in 1956, is the local religious center and also the spiritual sustenance for the
fishermen. The golden statue of Mazu, donated by the believers, weighing 200
kilograms, has attracts many believers and tourists to the temple, and is one of
the special features of Nantian Temple, along with the jade Mazu statue made
of a huge rough rock in the temple and the five Mazu statues that came from
Meizhou. With these treasured statues sitting inside, Nantian Temple has been
a popular temple full of believers at all time.
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Freeway 5

The Mazu statue in Jinan Temple is more than 200 years old. The solemn
atmosphere inside the temple inspires awe and restores inner peace. Nantian
Temple, located on Sunan Highway near Nanfang'ao Fishing Port, was from
a Chinese sailboat in the 19th century that took shelter in the area against the
winter monsoon. According to the legend, the men on the sailboat decided
to resettle the Mazu statue in a cave on land, and that Mazu statue has been
protecting local fishermen ever since. In 2007, a coral trader dreamed of Mazu,
and when he visited Jinan Temple, he realized that it was the scene from his
dream. Therefore, the man decided to use coral and gold to build an elaborate,
solemn and affectionate-looking Mazu statue, highlighting the grand divinity of
the Goddess, in the hope that Mazu could protect all her believers.
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Take the train to "Su'ao Station" or "Su'ao New
Station" on the Eastern Main Line.
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09:00-18:00
81, Yugang Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County
24°34'57.9"N, 121°51'58.8"E
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[Cultural heritage]

By Bus:

Ro

nan

By train:

1. Take MTC Bus (Xindian-Su'ao route) from
Dapinglin MRT Station in Xindian to Su'ao Stop.
2. Take KUO-KUANG Bus (Yuanshan-Nanfang'ao
route) from Yuanshan MRT Station or Nangang
MRT Station in Taipei to Su'ao Stop or
Nanfang'ao Stop.
3. Take Kamalan Bus or Capital Bus (TaipeiLuodong route) to Luodong Stop and take the
bus shuttles or the local buses in Ilan.
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Jiangxia Road

From Tuesday to Friday 9:00-17:00.Saturdays, Sundays and national holidays 8:30-17:00
174, Yongchun Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County
24°35'01.7"N, 121°50'46.1"E

The prosperity of Nanfang'ao Fishing Port led to a great demand of ship repair
since the Japanese Colonial Era. Several iron factories were set up here in
Nanfang'ao for that reason. Sangang Iron Factory was founded in 1962 in
Nanfang'ao and was closed in 2004. It's the most historical ship repair factory
in Nanfang'ao. Although the fishing port has lost its glamour and has changed
drastically, Daqing Liao transformed the factory into "Sangang Iron Factory" and
"Nanfang'ao Culture and History Studio" to save the factory because he didn't
want his father's legacy to go demolished. On the first floor, the base unit of the
old machinery is on display. On the second floor is a gallery of old photos. There is
an art exhibition of local art and literature on the third floor. On the fourth floor sits
an observatory that overlooks Nanfang'ao Port. In the old factory, one will learn the
deeds of prosperity and success of the town in the past as well as the stories of
blood and tears of the local people back in those days.

To Downtown Su'ao,
Toucheng and Taipei

ua

Baimi Village was named "Baimiweng (or rice urn in Chinese)". During the Qing Dynasty,
Suhua Avenue was built starting from Baimi to Qilai. During the Japanese Colonial
Era, the clog industry began to develop in Baimi, which later became an important clog
supplier, because the area was replete with Jiangmou Trees (Schefflera actinophylla),
which is the ideal material to make clogs with. The clog industry in Baimi suffered a
decline for two or three decades; however, with the collective creativity and ideas from
the local community, the clog industry gained a new life and began to prosper again.
With the slogan, "Beauty of Baimi; Charm of clogs", local people has spared no effort
in promoting the village. Nowadays, Baimi Clog Village has become a popular tourist
destination. Through imitation mining, the residents of Baimi are able to rediscover and
reunite the community; also they are able to recall the collective memory through the old
saying of "In Beimiweng, people make clogs out of the trees; in the woods, clog-makers
are caught and jailed, unable to flee." In 1998, a Clog Museum was established. Tourists
can visit this museum for detailed introduction, clog sampling and learning more about
the clog industry and Baimi Community.

Nanfang'ao Culture and History Studio
13
Sangang Iron Factory Museum

ag

Baimi Clogs Village
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Old Industry. New life.

Nantian Temple, Jinan Temple
CCCB Coral Museum
Wuwei Port
Nanfang'ao Culture and History
Studio (Sangang Iron Factory
Museum)
Nanfang'ao Fishing Port
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By car:
1. Via Freeway 5: Take Freeway 1 (Zhongshan
Highway) to Xizhi Interchange or take Freeway
3 (Second Northern Freeway) to Nangang
Interchange. Then take Freeway 5 (Weishui
Chiang Memorial Freeway). Go through
Hsuehshan Tunnel and get off at Su'ao
Interchange. Drive along Provincial Highway 9
and arrive in Su'ao.
2. Via Provincial Highway 9: Take Taipei-Ilan
highway from Taipei, drive to Su'ao via Ilan and
Luodong.
3. Via Provincial Highway 2: From Taipei, take
North-Eastern Coastal Highway (Provincial
Highway 2) and go southbound to Su'ao.
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Every Monday, Thurday-Sunday, 09:00-12:00, 13:00-17:00
220, Nanan Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County (03)996-3355
24°34'57.6"N, 121°51'50.5"E
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The quality of the Taiwanese coral is excellent: its texture is delicate and refined,
while its color is rich and intact. Thus, Taiwanese coral is an indispensable
existence in the coral industry. Nanfang'ao is the distribution center of the
Taiwanese coral industry. During its prime, Nanfang'ao accommodated more
than 400 coral extracting boats. Later, as the coral industry declined, only around
50 boats are still extracting coral. Rongxing Lai regretted that the coral industry
declined so fast that no one had the chance to properly compile its records and
history. Therefore, he founded CCCB Coral Museum in memory of the once
prosperous coral industry and in the hope to preserve as more Nanfang'ao coral
culture as possible. CCCB Coral Museum has become a major local cultural
heritage because of its importance and achievements in coral carvings and the
gradually mature environmental awareness.
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09:00-18:00
369, Haishan West Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County
20°36’57”N, 121°49'42.5"E
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Nanxing

Denghui Liu started as a pastry shop that made unconventional local pastry. He
invented an incredibly thin milk-flavored "ox-tongue-shaped pastry" The pastry
is only 0.1 cm thick and has unique texture and taste. In 2000, the pastry was
renamed "I-lan Cake". As the trend of reforming and opening factories to tourists
became more and more popular, I-lan Cake Factory also constructed a path,
giving the tourists a chance to learn about the manufacturing process of I-lan
Cake, the evolution of the "ox-tongue-shaped pastry" and local I-lan culture.

Natural treasure
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I-lan Cake Factory
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Flavorful creation
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Road

Nanning Fish
Market

Public toilet
Restaurant
Convenience store

Emergency Aid

08:30-17:00
7, Dexing Sixth Road, Su'ao Towship, Yilan County (03)990-7101
24°37'52.2"N, 121°49'28.4"E

Health Center, Su'ao Township, Yilan County

No. 60, Zhicheng Road, Su'ao Township

Su'ao Station, Yilan-Transportation Branch, Taiwan
Railways Administration

No. 1, Taiping Road, Su'ao Township

Taiwan Railways Administration Su'ao New Station

No. 238, Section 2, Zhongshan Road, Su'ao Township

Bike rental

National Suao Marine & Fisheries Vocational High School No. 213 Sugang Road, Su'ao Township
RSL Cold & Hot Springs Resort Suao

No. 301, Zhongyuan Road, Su'ao Township

Nanan Junior High School

No. 117, Xuefu Road, Su'ao Township

Wulaokeng Tourist Center

No. 75, Wulaokeng Road, Su'ao Township

Su'ao Cold Spring Park

No. 6-4, Lengquan Road, Su'ao Township

Nanfang'ao Tourist Center

No. 85, Jiangxia Road, Su'ao Township

Su'ao Port Branch Office of Keelung Port, Taiwan
International Ports Corporation, Ltd.

No. 1, Gangqu, Su'ao Township

County Suao Junior High School

No. 1, Section 2, Zhongshan Road, Su'ao Township

Su'ao TownshipLibrary

No. 6, Yucai Road, Su'ao Township

Zhongyuan Market, Su'ao Township

No. 17, Jiangxia Road, Su'ao Township

Su'ao Township Township Swimming Pool

No. 57, Sheng'ai Road, Su'ao Township
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To Hualien
Dongyue Fountain
Fenniaolin
Chaoyang National Path
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Nanfang'ao
Observation
Deck
Zhaoan Temple
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Taxi stop
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No. 215, Sugang Road, Su'ao Township

Ro

Founded in 1990 as a crayon factory and a crayon workshop. Recently,
the workshop also features body painting. Lucky-Art Workshop
emphasizes that we should blend painting into our daily life because,
in this way, the art industry will be upgraded. Recently, through the art
creation at the workshop, the parents and the children can learn while
playing. The colorful and fun interior design of Lucky-Art Workshop cheers
everyone up and inspires them to discover fun in graffiti and painting; it's a
characteristic place in Yilan for creative art to be born.

Su'ao Town Hall

ATM

fu

Lucky-Art
Workshop
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Locations of AED

Xu
e

Colors in profusion

Gas station

Automated External Defibrillator

Legitimate Hotels and B&Bs

Parking

WIFI hotspot

16

Neipi Bay

[Nanfang'ao]

RSL Hot Springs and Cold No. 301-1, Zhongyuan Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan
Springs Resort Su'ao
County

(03)996-6666

Green HAS B&B

No. 91-1, Wulaokeng Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County

(03)995-1366

Asia Inn

No. 18, Sunan Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County

(03)996-4085

Motel Fabulous

No. 35, Zhongzheng Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County (03)996-7177

Jidong Hotel

No. 150, Section 3, Suhua Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County (03)998-6164

Donghaifeng Hotel

No. 190, Section 3, Suhua Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County (03)998-6336

Lidu Hotel

No. 2-63, 2-65, Sudong North Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County (03)996-8068

Suao Hotel

6F-7F, No.7, Sudong Central Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County

(03)996-5181~2

Golden China Hotel

No. 1, Lengquan Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County

(03)996-2526

Zijiayuan Hotel

No. 6, Linsen Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County

(03)996-2367

May's Home B&B

No. 7, Lane 82, Longen Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County (03)990-7597

Peter Lee's House

No. 116, Wulaokeng Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County (03)990-9869

Sky Full of Stars
Landscape B&B

No. 12, Wulaokeng Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan
County

Yuhetang B&B

No. 92, Wulaokeng Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County (03)995-5561

Freehouse B&B

No. 48-2, Lengen Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County

(03)990-1226

Xinghua Hotel

No. 13, Sunan Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County

(03)996-2581

The New Days Hotel

No. 53, Jiangxia Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County

(03)996-2531

Shinyes Motel

No. 2-15, Sudong North Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County

(03)995-2345

Nanao B&B

No. 426, Section 2, Suhua Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County (03)998-1188

Dananao B&B

No. 38-1, Datong Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County

(0937)157-122

Jiyuan B&B

No. 324, Fude Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County

(03)990-1138

Green Palace Holiday
Resort

No. 8, Lane 366, Fude Road, Su'ao Township, Yilan County (03)990-3300

(03)959-6266

